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Agenda item 5 – Public consultation

1. The working group has previously agreed to invite views from the public on the
climate emergency and how the Council should be addressing it. A survey was
therefore published on the Council’s website on 4 April, with the questions
appended to this note being asked of respondents.
2. The questions in this survey were quite open-ended and qualitative, but they were
correspondingly worded to give people an opportunity to say what they wished to
be heard. The survey ran for eight weeks and received 1,537 responses. The
great majority of these came from individuals, with 21 (1.4%) stating that they
were submitted on behalf of a group.
3. Respondents gave the following information on their gender identity:




Male
Female
In another way

37.6% (n = 540)
59.6% (n = 856)
2.7% (n = 39).

The age range of respondents was:
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

16 – 24

15.38%

221

2

25 – 34

27.35%

393

3

35 – 44

25.33%

364

4

45 – 54

14.96%

215

5

55 – 59

4.94%

71

6

60 - 64

4.18%

60

7

65+

7.86%

113

answered

1437

skipped

100

The self-identified ethnicity of respondents was given as:
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Scottish

61.13%

862

2

British

24.89%

351

3

Irish

4.40%

62

4

Other white background

13.48%

190

5

Mixed background

2.55%

36

6

Indian

0.43%

6

7

Pakistani

0.21%

3

8

Bangladeshi

0.07%

1

9

Other Asian background

0.35%

5

10 Caribbean

0.07%

1

11 African

0.21%

3

12 Other black background

0.21%

3

13 Chinese

0.57%

8

answered

1410

skipped

127

The number of respondents who self-identified as having a disability or long-term
limiting illness was 11.36% (n = 164).
4. Following an analysis of responses, the principal themes for action which have
emerged are:


A strong focus on transport issues, ranging from calls for greater investment
and encouragement to bring about modal shifts towards cycling and walking
through concerns around air quality and high levels of frustration at the
current public transport system. Transport came up more often than any
other subject in the responses to the consultation.
“One key reason why so many people travel in cars is that the public transport
infrastructure is not fit for purpose. When friends/colleagues visit from around
the world I am embarrassed by the constant breakdowns/lateness/infrequency
and Edwardian hours of operation of our city's public transport. You need to
take back the control of public transport in Glasgow!!”
“Have a public transport network. And by public transport I mean public, not a
series of different companies which have quite expensive prices and don't
give many combinations possibilities, that make easier and cheaper use your
own car, even if you travel by yourself, than using the ‘public’ transport.”

 A sense that the city can do much better on re-cycling, particularly in tackling
single use plastics, and getting a culture in place where individuals and
organisations all take responsibility for preventing waste.
“We’re filling our oceans with plastic and have got to stop. Recycling in this
city needs to improve a LOT and people have got to start behaving like they
could actually give a toss about their environment.”
“I think goals that are more visible to the everyday person would be the best
place to start. Working toward the banning of single use plastics, promoting
home gardens, and subsidising local food would keep fighting climate change
on people's minds without necessarily causing hardship.”
 A view that the city should do more to improve the energy efficiency of the
built environment and enforce stricter planning controls, and that this can help
both to reduce heating bills and generate new jobs.
“…were the city to accept the need for large scale retrofitting of buildings with
better insulation and other measures to improve their energy efficiency,
apprenticeships in the required industries could be funded. This would lower
unemployment and stimulate local business, all while decreasing everyone's
energy bills.”
“New build housing should not include parking and should be green as
standard for all levels. Existing stock should be required to be fitted with
insulation and improved to lower emissions. This is not happening anywhere
near fast enough. Planning decisions should favour developments that only
meet strict rules that do not contribute adversely to climate change. All new
builds should be required to have green space that allows the natural
environment to develop. There cannot be new developments made in housing
that are cut off from public transport, this must be a requirement in any new
build area of significance.”


A concern at how the city has treated its green spaces and a strong desire to
see such assets protected and enhanced, together with a greater focus on
tree planting across Glasgow. Encouraging local food production also came
up as a significant call from respondents, with many also wishing to see
dietary change promoted in order to reduce emissions from livestock farming.
“I believe Glasgow should do more to keep our green spaces.
There is a tendency to build on green spaces and destroy the wildlife in the
process….house builders need to be brought into line when they are building GCC should have a strong policy on what the house builders should do to
maintain green space.”



Support for bringing forward the city’s current 2037 target year for carbon
neutrality, with suggestions ranging between the years 2020 and 2030 as the
potential new target.

“A 2037 target ensures that everyone responsible for failure now will have
retired by the time that date comes.”
“Don’t kick the can down the road!”
This needs to happen within the next 5-10 years. Drastic actions need to
happen…I appreciate things cannot happen overnight but the council should
act like they have the authority to make changes overnight…


A sense of the real urgency which needs applying to this challenge and that
radical changes in culture and practices are needed.
“This calls for complete re-orientation of policy and strategy to how to manage
a transition from a fossil fuel local economy to a clean energy one. It means
changing everyone's role to make this happen, to create the jobs that will go
with it, and changing how we live, travel, and work.”

“First we need to rise to the occasion and be loud and clear in declaring that
we are facing a climate emergency. Second, we need to shift the focus from
minuscule actions that individuals can take, onto the decisions of big
companies that have much bigger impact. And most importantly, we need to
revolutionise transport in this city.”

“We need to make bold moves which could be replicated in other cities - be a
leader. Targets should be short term - it's not good enough to say we will be
doing such and such in 5 years time - we need to act NOW.
As consumers there is VERY little we can do that will actually make a
difference without a massive cultural and political shift. We need to move
away from a consumer culture. Can the council invest in organisations and
schemes which encourage sharing and reuse of all the things we need for life.
Can the council invest in making sure all our homes are as energy efficient as
they can be.”
“Glasgow City Council could do a lot more to prevent major climate change,
the current policies and actions are not reflective of the scale of change that is
required. Radical system change, not 'business as usual' nor gentle step
change is needed.”
5. Many responses acknowledged that the Council has a strong role to play in
exercising a community leadership role. Examples were also give from other
cities which have successfully introduced car-free policies, improved public
transport, and greener ways of living. Typical comments were:
“Glaswegians are proud of their city. Make them proud that we are standing
up as a leader in tacking climate change action. Make it a central plank of

every initiative and action. Demonstrate the work that can flow from these
actions and the benefits it will bring. Make our children see this form of action
as a right.”
“I urge the Council to press on with what they think is right and what is good
for Glaswegians in the long run and recognise that there will always be those
that criticise.”

“The council (and all levels of government) should fiercely advocate for the
principles of a Green New Deal, and present the knock-on benefits of this:
reduction in inequality; a rise in standard of living and mental wellbeing for the
vast majority; safer, cleaner and more citizen-friendly cities (currently our
cities are set up and designed for cars, not people); a sense of hope and
collectivism.”

“…it is talked about on the news but it can be quite abstract - people dot really
know what it means and can feel detached, Present it for the crisis it is and
educate people, get people talking about it and learning more, present the
facts - what is happening to the environment, other species and will eventually
happen to us, get people engaged. Be a city that leads the way.”
Only a small handful of responses questioned the anthropogenic basis of
climate change or stated that there is no emergency.
A more typical
response was one of concern about the Council’s track record, capacity and
willingness to act. The main barriers to progress were seen as a lack of ready
finance and lack of genuine commitment to follow through on what an
emergency means.
“Cost – but this is far outweighed by the cost of not taking action. This needs to
be communicated. We can invest in our future, or later face the disastrous and
far more expensive consequence.”
“I would be very surprised if this survey leads to anything. I have utterly no
faith in Glasgow City Council, having lived here for 24 years.”
“The council needs to recognise this as the existential emergency it is by
dedicating more staff, funding, and political will to the issue - we largely know
what needs to happen (see for instance https://www.drawdown.org/), we just
need to do it quickly enough. This means fewer talking shops and more
implementation.”
6. There was a clear sense from respondents that addressing climate change is not
incompatible with tackling other social objectives such as poverty and inequality.
Indeed, many saw the two as connected, both locally in Glasgow and globally
across the planet. Concern was expressed about how to protect jobs in the

transition to a greener economy, with a corresponding desire for the city to
maximise opportunities arising from the circular economy.
Calls were also
made for the Council to use its influence with the Strathclyde Pension Fund to
divest from fossil fuel extraction.
“Inaction on climate change will deny hundreds of millions their human rights
right down to their lives, affecting the poorest the worst. Any action against
climate change by definition supports human rights and equality.”

“Climate change will effect everyone but especially those who are not as well of
as they may not be able to afford rising food prices or may not live in a house
equipped to deal with extreme weather. You need to make sure those not so
well of are given the support to deal with this.”

“Climate change is the biggest threat to human health that we have known in
recent centuries. This makes climate change a public health priority. Although
there has been strong scientific evidence of accelerating climate change for
several decades, action at the required scale is only beginning to be considered
by public bodies. This means that the actions we take must happen quickly and
extensively if we are to avoid the looming ‘tipping point’ after which major
climate change is expected to be irreversible.”

“Poorer people in the city and disabled people don't own cars. Everything you
do for walking, cycling and public transport is good for equality and human
rights.”

“Protect workers and provide them with training so they can have a Just
Transition into a sustainable future.

“The Council should identify where the city and its population are vulnerable to
the effects of a changing climate, e.g. from flooding, heat stress, increased risk
of certain types of diseases etc., and prioritise those which are predicted to
cause the greatest impact so that appropriate mitigation measures can be
identified and implemented. The Council should be ready to accommodate
climate refugees - people forced to leave their home countries due to the
effects of climate change e.g. droughts, famines and flooding.”
7.

In terms of education and public communication, there was a clear wish by
many respondents to see the Council take a stronger role in the city in

communicating clear messages about climate issues and also to offer practical
advice on more sustainable ways of living.
“Promoting awareness in a realistic way, making sure people understand that
this is a real threat that can't be ignored anymore, start using language that
doesn't talk about problems as if they've been caused by some unknown entity
and start talking about fixes in the context of the person that needs to engage in
them, instead of some nonexistent other that's going to come and save the
day.”
“To support the above, the council needs to communicate clearly with the public
about the nature of the problem and the benefits that they will experience
through decisive action to address it. It’s really crucial to highlight that most of
the above actions will make our city a much more pleasant place to live,
regardless of their impact on greenhouse gas emissions. Ideally, the issue
should be framed and dealt with in terms of the ecological crisis more broadly not just climate change but also our exceedance of other planetary boundaries.
Glasgow has a real opportunity to lead the way - it could be fantastic for the
public image of the city nationally and internationally to become a net-zero (or
negative emissions) city.”
Correspondingly, people wanted engagement to take place in the following
ways:
Response Response
Percent
Total
1

Public meetings/workshops

77.77%

1130

2

Online consultations

72.20%

1049

3

Social media

70.13%

1019

4

Community councils

47.28%

687

5

Community groups/organisations

65.18%

947

6

Other, please specify

25.40%

369

answered

1453

skipped

84

8. Further work is now being undertaken to seek views from eco-committees across
schools in Glasgow (questions appended). The deadline for responses to these
questions is 21 June and they will offer further material for consideration by the
working group as it drafts its recommendations.
9. Views have also been gathered through facilitated dialogue with children and
young people involved in the Wee Rebellion group and Climate Youth Strike.
Key issues which have been raised through this method include:




More cycling infrastructure and exploring the potential for electric scooters.
Extending the city’s low emission zone to take in a bigger part of the city.
A sense that many adults just don’t appreciate the urgency of the situation








10.

A potential role for a dedicated team to go round schools to talk about the
climate emergency, together with the use of social media and more traditional
leaflets to provide information, raise awareness and give practical advice.
For all of the above, such work has to be ‘relatable’ in order to engage with
young people, with peer-led approaches offering opportunities to xx
Reducing plastic waste in schools, especially in the canteen and getting away
from single use plastics.
Opportunities for local food growing and gardening clubs, including on school
land, so that schools can get produce with less packaging and a much smaller
carbon footprint.
Preservation of parks and greenspace and a commitment by the Council not
to permit building on them.
Interest in different kinds of power generation, including the pros and cons of
wind farms and new sources of power such as nuclear fusion.
Members of the working group are invited to consider these responses to the
public consultation and how they might help to shape the group’s final
recommendations.

Appendix I: Climate emergency consultation survey
Glasgow City Council has established a Climate Emergency Working Group to
look at how the city should respond to the urgent need to reduce global carbon
emissions and prevent major climate change. It will propose recommendations
within the next few months on action for Glasgow to take. Some of these will be
directed to the Council as an individual organisation, but many will be for the
wider city itself and its institutions, businesses and communities.
We want to hear your views about what we should do, how ambitious we should
be, and what resources we can draw upon. Please give your responses to the
following questions and feel free to add web references to useful literature or
stories.
1. What more, if anything, do you think the Council and the city should do to
prevent major climate change?
2. What more, if anything, do you think the Council and the city should do to
prepare for the impacts of a changing climate?
3. What action and or policies, if any, should the Council and the city introduce
specifically to reduce carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emmisions?
4. What are the barriers, if any, to the Council and the city taking action on
climate change?
5. Are you aware of actions that other places have taken on the issue of climate
change which Glasgow can learn from?
6. In your opinion what help, if any, should the council ask both the Scottish and
UK Government for in order to address climate change?
7. The council is keen to involve local residents in discussions about tackling
climate change. What would be the best method(s) to allow residents to
contribute?
8. How can we make sure that action on climate issues supports human rights
and equality in the city?
9. The Council has currently set a target year of 2037 for the city to achieve
carbon neutrality. How do you think we might be able to deliver that by an earlier
year?
10. Do you have any further comments on the climate emergency?

Appendix II: Questions for school eco-committees

Question 1
There are many different ways to take action on Climate Change. People can
 make other people aware of Climate Change and encourage them to take
action.
 stop more damage to the environment
 mend damage to the environment that has happened already
 make sure there is ‘climate justice’. This means the countries or people whose
activities have had the biggest effect on climate change need to make up for
the damage to those countries or people whose activities have had the
smallest effect.
Do you have any examples you can share with us of actions your Committee
or your school has taken on Climate Change, your Carbon Footprint and
Biodiversity?
Question 2
People can act on Climate Change in many different ways, for example on our own
or as groups like your Eco-Committee or school. Other examples of groups or
organisations that can take action are local communities, businesses, charities,
campaigning groups, colleges and universities as well as public bodies like the
National Health Service. Governments like Glasgow City Council, the Scottish
Government or the United Kingdom Government can take action and governments in
different countries can also work together to make change happen.
Does your Committee have any suggestions for things that should be done
about Climate Change and who needs to do them?
Question 3 and 4
The Climate Emergency Working Group will consider the replies from the EcoCommittees along with all the other information it is bringing together. They will make
a report to the Council later this year to advise it on what steps to take next.
Does your Committee have any questions for the Climate Emergency Working
Group?

